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THE  KONA  HAWAII  TEA  PARTY  MISSION  STATEMENT  Reported by Robert Williams

NOTE: The following was taken from an email distributed to potential 4th of July Tea Party participants on the Big Island

of Hawaii.  It has collaborative origin and its intent is to publicly clarify the grassroots patriotic sincerity of the local

movement.  Our fellow APC member and Hawaii GOE coordinator Robert Gowan had a strong hand in this statement.

"We, the Kona Tea Party, are a gathering of ordinary American citizens from the West side of the Island of

Hawai‘i who promote representation that follows the founding principles of our nation as a free people:

individual liberty, personal responsibility for one’s own welfare and freedom from intricate regulation by an

intrusive, self-interested government.  We ring the alarm for the unbridled growth of our government and its

deviation away from these principles.  Our disquieted voices shall be heard by our county, state and federal

delegations.  Our impact shall be felt and our resolve shall be carried from Washington Place to Washington,

D.C.

The mission of the Kona Tea Party is to provide a respectable venue for concerned patriots to let their voices be

heard though positive, peaceful public displays of grassroots participation in our representative government.  Our 

founding fathers recognized the strength of the individual and the tyranny of arrogance, ego and power. These

symbolic gestures in which we participate embrace their spirit.

The members of the Kona Tea Party stand on the foundation of the Constitution of the United States of America

and on the following three strong pillars:

TAX FAIRNESS 

We understand the need for the government to collect appropriate revenues. However, it is not the government’s

responsibility to excessively tax the fruits of our labor in order to redistribute them to those individuals laying claim on

what is not rightfully theirs.  The producers of economic wealth in the United States are not the enemy and they should not

be forced to bear a disproportionate tax burden.

FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

We expect our government to practice sound financial accountability with the revenues they collect; to allow the economy

to flourish though the entrepreneurial fortitude of its people; and to curtail the nationalization of the private sector in an

attempt to gain control of those entities.  With trillions of dollars irresponsibly and unaccountably spent under the guise of

economic stimulus, the government is burdening future generations of Americans with crushing debt and the inevitability
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of hyper-inflation.

RESISTANCE TO SOCIAL ENGINEERING

We rejoice in the independence that our forefathers crafted and for which our brave military fought and died.  Each time

our government manipulates the mortgage industry, authorizes constrictive regulations on manufactures, mandates

limitations on free market or takes control of a company, we lose more of our constitutional right to life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness.  A nationalized health care system would create an unnecessary bureaucratic wedge between

physician and patient as well as ration medical services based on costs and formula-based survivability.

Our ranks embody the many facets of our community: We are your friends, your neighbors and people in your

congregation.  We are singles, couples, families large and small, and retirees; students, small business owners, laborers

and managers.  Some of us are veterans who have stood tall for this country whilst the rest of us are the recipients of their

bravery and valor.  We are from the political left, the political right and all points in between.  We are Americans who

work hard, make sacrifices and abide by the law; but above all, we hold true the principle that the people rule its

government and not the government ruling its people.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WELLSBURG WVA  TEA PARTY  organized and conducted by Robert Denham  (Includes his speech)

Rob says of how the tea party went,

"I ended up with approximately 50 people; I had a guest book, and the "official" number was 37, but I discovered that not

everyone signed it. We had beautiful weather; mostly sunny with temps in the high 70s. Just enough clouds to keep the sun

off you.

The plaza is done up in a Colonial "Olde-Towne" style, as is the facade of the City Building, so that played into the whole

ambiance of the thing."

"My speakers were surprisingly well chosen; I had one man who spoke on Socialized medicine, and another who simply

but effectively linked past glories with the present erosion of our nation. My entertainment consisted of a Mountain Trail

Storyteller and a Christian singer who led us in the National Anthem. It being Flag Day, I also played a CD which was

given to me, on which is a recital of what Francis Scott Key saw and experienced at Ft. McHenry; I might post it to

YouTube or something. There wasn't a dry eye in the place; very effective." ------- "I layed out a small stack of APC fliers

(thanks, Mike), and every one of them went; I think you may be seeing a slight bump in membership."  --------  "I set out a

stack of booklet-type copies of the Constitution, asking for a donation, and ended up with 50 smackers." ----- "All in all, it

was a great day.....I'm planning another already, for August."

    

Rob is to the left of speaker                                About 50 attendees had this view of the podium
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SPEECH BY ROBERT DENHAM

" 'Already, the hour is late; government has laid its hand on health, housing, farming, commerce, education and, to an

ever-increasing degree, interferes with the people’s right to know. We approach the point of no return, when government

becomes so huge and entrenched that we fear the consequences of upheaval, and just go along with it.'---Ronald

Reagan…..1964

 

Welcome, American patriots, to our Flag Day Tea Party event, and thank you for coming.

Now, I agree with the official position of the originators of this movement, that these events are best served when

non-partisan. 

However; I suspect…I fear…that the time is coming, when we will no longer have the luxury of non-partisanship.

Steps are being taken; drastic steps. The present administration seeks an expansion of government, as never before seen in

American history.

My fellow patriots, I stand before you today, an enemy of the state.   I am a pro-life, pro-2nd Amendment, anti-Socialist,

pro-free market economy---native-born---American citizen. I am a follower of Jesus Christ, and I know that, with over

80% of Americans professing Christian beliefs, we ARE a Christian nation, and have been since 1776, despite the claims

of our politically correct leadership. 

I also know that spanking a child is not child abuse.  I support and honor the Constitution of the United States; I support

the independent sovereignty, of these United States. I openly question many of the left-wing, liberal policies and ideals put

forth by our present leadership.  All of these things combined, under the guidelines of the Obama Administration’s Dept.

of Homeland Security, make me a potential rightwing extremist; and, possibly, even a domestic terrorist. Thusly, I am to

be suspected, and perhaps even watched.

We all know about the pork-laden stimulus bill; its sad implications are playing out even as we speak. 

This nationalization of private industry is paving the way for American Socialism.  The bare bones of socialized medicine

are hidden deep within this document, which no one who voted on it bothered---or, granted, was even given time---to read.

Socialized medicine may sound good, but you will find--if you take time to do the research--it’s far more trouble than it’s

worth.

H.R. 1913 has been passed, by both the House and Senate. This legislation, the dangerously vague “hate crimes” bill, has

within it the possible means to restrict your First Amendment and religious freedoms.   The new Fairness Doctrine, which

would have serious implications for the impeding of conservative broadcast media, and even on the internet, has been put

down for now. However, various individual governmental regulations threaten to have the same, combined effect as the

legislation itself.

The question has been asked: why is Obama rushing as he is? Why all this legislative activity, so soon?  I’ll tell you why I

think it is: he fears THIS (motions to crowd); he fears YOU.  2010 is coming, and he knows that the changes he wants to

impose will likely bring a backlash, from loyal Americans like ourselves, who wish to preserve the America of the

Founders.

If the hour was late in 1964, how far behind must we be now, 45 years later?   Let your voices be heard far beyond this

place, because though publicly they may make light of this movement, though Obama smirks as he speaks of people

gathering and “waving teabags”, they weren’t expecting it. Any of it;  and it scares them.  This fight is only beginning;

write letters, send e-mails; call your Senators and Representatives. Keep on attending these events, whenever and

wherever you can. Stay Active!  Keep their feet to the fire. Remind them who’s really in charge. YOU.
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God has long blessed America; let’s show Him that we appreciate His mercies and grace by preserving for future

generations, the America we love. 

Thank you."

 


